Dryer thermal fuse location

The thermal fuse in a dryer is a safety component that trips if the air flowing through the drum
overheats. A blocked exhaust vent is the most common reason the air overheats. When the
thermal fuse blows in an electric dryer, the display lights still work but the drive motor won't
run. Find the dryer thermal fuse location in a common dryer by watching the repair procedure in
the video below. Complete the thermal fuse replacement yourself and get your dryer going
again. These steps work for replacing the electric dryer thermal fuse for Kenmore, Whirlpool,
Maytag, Amana, Roper, Crosley and Estate models with a lint screen housing located in the top
cabinet panel. Remove the back panel from the dryer and set it aside. Pull the wires off of the
thermal fuse. Pull the fuse off of the blower housing. Position the new fuse and secure it with
the screw. Push the wires onto the connection spades on top of the new thermal fuse. Position
the back panel on the back of the dryer. Line up the mounting screw holes. Insert the mounting
screws and tighten them firmly. To prevent the thermal fuse from blowing again soon, remove
the flexible vent in the back of the dryer and clean the inside of the flexible vent hose. Clean the
air duct going to the outside of your home with a duct cleaning brush. Vacuum the area to clean
up dust. A rattling noise or lack of air flow through the dryer could indicate that the blower
wheel is damaged. Follow the steps in this repair guide to replace the blower wheel in your
dryer. If the dryer heats initially but then stops heating, the problem is usually the gas valve
coils. This step-by-step guide explains how to replace the gas valve coils in a gas dryer.
Replace the drum glide bearing if the drum makes a scraping noise and doesn't turn smoothly.
Just follow the steps in this repair guide. If your dryer isn't drying clothes, it could be the lint
screen is clogged with fabric softener. See how to wash the lint filter to get your dryer drying
again. August 1, Quick links. Replacing a thermal fuse in an electric dryer. Shut off the power.
Remove the back panel. Tip: While you have the back of the cabinet open, vacuum lint and dust
from the cabinet. Remove the fuse. Install the new thermal fuse. Reattach the back panel. Plug
in the dryer. Clean the exhaust vent. Warning: Undertaking repairs to appliances can be
hazardous. Use the proper tools and safety equipment noted in the guide and follow all
instructions. Do not proceed until you are confident that you understand all of the steps and are
capable of completing the repair. Some repairs should only be performed by a qualified
technician. Dryer returning an error code? View all dryer codes. Symptoms common to all
dryers. Choose a symptom to see related dryer repairs. View all. Won't start. Read more. Won't
work at all. Making noise or vibrating. Won't heat. Won't turn off. Starts then stops. Door won't
stay shut. Clothes not drying. Repair guides common to all dryers. How to replace a dryer
blower wheel. Repair difficulty. How to install a dryer gas valve coil kit. How to replace a dryer
drum glide bearing. Articles and videos common to all dryers. Use the advice and tips in these
articles and videos to get the most out of your dryer. August 4, Dryer not drying clothes? Could
be fabric softener! How to repair broken or damaged wires video. Where to find the model
number on a kitchen or laundry appliance. See where you should look when trying to locate the
model tag on a kitchen or laundry appliance. Whirlpool Dehumidifier Parts. Front-Engine Lawn
Tractor. Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts. Garage Door Opener. Genie Garage Door
Opener Parts. Gas Leaf Blower. Craftsman gas leaf blower parts. Gas Range. Gas Snowblower.
Craftsman gas snowblower parts. Range Hood. Kitchenaid Range Hood Parts. Side-By-Side
Refrigerator. Mantis Tiller Parts. Water Softener. GE Water Softener Parts. Need help? Close
Start Chat. My Guarantee. W hat Customers and Subscribers are saying How-to Articles.
Newsletter Back issues. Dave's Dictionary of Appliance Terms. My Personal Blog. Free pdf
Readers:. Did you Know? You no longer need a Paypal account to make payments using your
credit card! Psalm Btw, sometimes it can be easy to get lost in legal jargon. But lawyers who
handle personal injury or an Elmiron lawsuit are interested in protecting people from injury. In
those cases, the thermal fuse is just doing the job it was designed for. They disconnect the flow
of current to the heating element in case of malfunction such as a defective thermostat or
clogged dryer vent that allows the temperature to rise to dangerous levels, possibly starting a
fire. Small appliance style thermal fuse Unlike electrical fuses or circuit breakers, thermal fuses
only react to excessive temperature, not excessive current, unless the excessive current is high
enough to cause the thermal fuse itself to heat up to the trigger temperature. One exception to
this generality is most Whirlpool â€” built gas dryers. The good news is, these thermal devices
are one of the easiest components in the dryer to test. To test one, leave it in the dryer, power
the dryer down, bypass the thermal device, and power up and run the dryer with it bypassed or
jumpered. Please, please note this is only to be done temporarily to test the thermal. Here are
several common dryer thermal fuses. Resist the temptation to leave it bypassed and not replace
it. So how do I locate my thermal fuse, you ask? Well, that depends on which brand dryer you
own. Can be bypassed to test just like the others, though. Here are the two most popular
thermal cutouts used in Whirlpool-built dryers. Easy to get to: use a putty knife in its top edge
to release the bottom front panel, and swing the panel down. I often have to use long-nosed

pliers to reach my alligator-clip jumper down in there to jumper these. Tight spot. The good
news is, to get to this one you only have to pull the dryer out a short distance so the top has
room to swing upward. No need to access anything in the back. Speed Queen and Amana:
Removing two screws at the bottom front of these cabinets allow the front to swing out, then
the top clips to unhook. It's always a good idea to replace both the thermal fuse AND safety
thermostat when the fuse is found open. In fact, most manufacturers supply these in kits that
include both parts. The thinking is, if the thermal's blown, it's a pretty fair bet that the safety
tstat's been doing a LOT of cycling, and is most likely really stressed. Whirlpool recently
introduced a simple little airflow test kit for their dryers that makes this an easy thing to test.
Works on both their 29 and 27 inch models, and is very inexpensive. I recommend those if you
own a Whirlpool-built machine. Was this article helpful? Please click the "donate" button on the
left side of this page to help me keep this information free! Copyright Wholesale Parts! Vintage
Parts. Small appliance style thermal fuse. Top one is part , bottom one's Free pdf Readers: Did
you Know? The thermal fuse in your dryer is important for the safe running of your machine. In
fact, thermal fuses can be found in many modern appliances. The role of the thermal fuse is to
prevent fires, by detecting when the dryer drum is overheating, and tripping in response. The
dryer will therefore stop running. A thermal fuse is a one-time use component, but luckily, they
are inexpensive and easy to replace. Remember, as the thermal fuse is a safety component, do
not use the dryer again until you have replaced it. With a new understanding of what the dryer
thermal fuse does, you might still be wondering, where is the thermal fuse on a dryer? The
thermal fuse is just 1 or 2 inches long and should be located on the exhaust duct, but the
location of the exhaust duct itself may differ depending on your model. You may now know
where to find your thermal fuse, but how can you tell if a thermal fuse has blown? These simple
steps summarize the process below:. Once you understand how to tell if a thermal fuse is
blown, you can move onto the next step: thermal fuse replacement. Once you have established
that your thermal fuse has blown, you will need to replace it. Luckily, replacing your thermal
fuse is a relatively easy task that does not require specialist equipment. The first step towards
dryer thermal fuse replacement is to purchase a replacement thermal fuse. Popular brands
include Maytag dryer thermal fuses , Kenmore dryer thermal fuses , and Whirlpool dryer thermal
fuses. You should choose the thermal fuse that works best for the make and model of your
dryer. The following is a simple overview of the steps you will take to a successful thermal fuse
replacement. Ready to get started with dryer thermal fuse replacement? Visit Repair Clinic and
type your dryer model number into our search bar to find thermal fuses for your dryer. Shop for
Maytag dryer thermal fuses , Kenmore dryer thermal fuses , Whirlpool dryer thermal fuses and
more. Skip to content Where is the Thermal Fuse on a Dryer? How to Tell if a Thermal Fuse is
Blown You may now know where to find your thermal fuse, but h
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ow can you tell if a thermal fuse has blown? These simple steps summarize the process below:
Unplug your dryer and ensure it is no longer connected to the gas or electric. Locate the
thermal fuse, as above. Disconnect the thermal fuse from the wires. Test the fuse with a
multimeter. If the needle on your multimeter does not move, your thermal fuse is blow. Dryer
Thermal Fuse Replacement Once you have established that your thermal fuse has blown, you
will need to replace it. Disconnect your dryer from its power source. Remove the panel covering
the blown thermal fuse. Remove the wires and mounting screw from the blown fuse, to then
remove the blown fuse itself from the dryer. Replace the blown fuse with the new fuse, securing
it with a screw and reattaching the wires. Replace the dryer panel. Reconnect the dryer to its
power source. The most common cause of a blown thermal fuse is a blocked exhaust vent.
Clean the exhaust vent to prevent the thermal fuse from blowing again very quickly.

